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I., GENERAL 

UNIVERISITY OF CALJFORNIA 
Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley 9 Califort.da 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW COURSE 

LECTURE VI 
April ?'J 1952 
E., Martinelli 

(Notes byg~ Ho Gordonp P~ Hernandez) 
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The vectors and equations which are valid for Electrostatic and Electro
magnetic processes are: 

~ 
Electric Field Vector-E volts/meter 

~ ~ 

Electric Displacement Vector D s K E whereg 
~ 

Div D ~ 4-rr e 
7~ 

llN 1 ED .'S'Tr 

~ = Electric Charge Density 

u = Electrical Energy 
Density 

Relations belonging only to Electrostatics~ 
~ 

E ::: '!"' grad V .., . ..,. V V irrotational field 

Potential V is constant in $;onductor 

IIo Offil1' S LAW 

Consider a charged condenser 1vith potentials V1 and V2 on the plates and the 
m-ritch openo This is the Electrestatic case and the potential V is constant all 
along the conductore 

~ c I v. 
-t--t-""-1-•-t- .. ----- -

g I v'L 
V'VV\i 

When the switch is closed the potential is no longer constant in the conductor; 
:it r1ov1 has values V1 and v2 at the ends, and we have given up one of the Electro
static relations (potential Vis constant in a conductor)o The charges + e and ...e 
neutralize each o·ther by passage of current in the conductor of strength~ 

Equilibrium is re-established when the charges have 

neutralized each other; current has stopped flowing; and the .electrical fields have 
com.pletely collapsedo 

'•· ·--------- ./ 
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It is .not possible to produce a perfectly steady current by electrostatic 
means ; but it can be appro:x:ima ted by taking C and R very large o A large value of 
C provides a great munber of charges 9 and a large value of R retards the flow of 
current~ then ~ approximates a steady current 9 and the field of E remains 

d t 
approximately irrotational if the current changes very slowlyp that is? we assume 
that the field is not changing with timeo 

# 

Ohm's Law is established by measuring the rate of discharge ( ... .il.!L) .... 
I= v2- vl 

d t 

R 

This is the integral form and applies to steady.currents onlyo This form 
cannot be used in field theory since only results 1-1hich refer to a single point 
can be usedo 

R is the resistance of the wire and depends only on its dimensions and 
materialo 

f = R (ohms) S (cm2) 
,t (em) 

e: ohm """ em 

Where; 

R ~ resistance 9 ohms 

d' m specific conduction, 
mho/unit lengtho 

J.. • length 

s = cross se6tion area of conductor .. 

specific resistance; and is equal 
to the resistance of a 1 em cube, 
units ohm ... cmo 

The differential form of Ohm's Law can be applied to field theory since it 
refers to small general elementso 

Assume that the same relation as has been found in the first instance for the 
vJire as a vrhole now holds for any arbitrary element of its volumeo 

I = .- V2 - V1 
R 

::r- dV -R 

R- 1 a.£ 
0 'd""S 

I~:::- 0 dVds 
d.£. 

J 
cH 
l 

I 
v'). Js 
f 

dV 

t 
v, 



I -- / dV 
- - 0 .....---,.-d " ds ..c... 

= .~ 
~ 

= f E 
~ 

i = (' E (differential form) 
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grad v t::J dV · = v v 
d..t 

Field component along 
conductoro Vectors I and -E are parallel$ i·: = I is the 

, currerJ."t:;. densitJI ds 
This form is suitable for process varying vTith timeo Holds only for iso

tropic substances, that is~ those that do not depend on directiono 

IIIa JOULE~S LAW 

Joule's law defines the quantity of heat developed in a wire transversed by 
a current, and all energy disappearing is lost in form of heato 

In the short circuited condenser caseg 

= r2R integral form 

Trans+ate into the different f'brm~ 

R'- 1' d..i 
.·- 0 .d'S 

Joule heat per unit volume 

~ 

· I · - i current density 
ds · -

-+ ~ 
I li:: ids= q Eds 

dV = d..€. ds 

Q ;:: r2R = o2 ~ ds2 r 1 _9.LJ :: a 1:2 dV 
[o ds 

~ -+ 
It can also be shown that i o E is also the heat 
developed per unit timeo 
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IV., CONDUCTION, DISPLACEMENT, AND POLARIZATION CURRENT 
-? 

A) Conduction current, i 

Consider a steady current in conductor: 

-r-.----'ll"'e'f-( ) 1 C ) I! )~----,.-

~ ~ 
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Within the conductor the div i = \7 " i = 0, which says that charge 
neither ends nor begins in a unit volume (conservation of charge)., It behaves 
like an incompressible fluid in a pipe., 

~ 
i is continuous at the boundary bettveen two conductors and is the true 

current actually measuredo 

7 
L 

~ ......,. 
At the boundary of two conductors the normal component of i = d' E is 

continubus which means all current crosses the boundary., Also the tangential 
component of E is continuous which says that the voltage on both sides of the 
boundary at any point is identicalo 

B) 
-+ 

Displacement current, D 

Consider a non-steady current in a media., This has a time rate of 
change of charge density, f o 

By Gauss's Theorum 
-+ ~ 

di v i = \l " i = - 9 r . 
ot 

~ 
and(' = V " D 

~ 
Vo ia- "flf 

-ot 

<y • (it 11) = 0 

rate at which clirrent is created in 
unit volume., 

The displacement current is made up of 
~ 

(1) The displacement current in Vacuo, ~' and 

(2) The polarization current~ 
~ 

oP., 
at 

"dt 
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Then :t+ -> v .~ + _:u__} 0 ot at 
~ ~ ~ 

Where: i+ _l.§_ + oP is the solenoidal total current which is con-
ot ot 

tinuous across a boundaryo 

There if:. one more cm-·rent due to magnetic induction vlhich has not yet been 
covered in this courseo 

' 4 ~ -:). 

i oE ()p 
"""i'T ~t 

Steady Conductor High 0 0 

Current Insulator Low 0 0 

Time 
Varying· Conductor High Let.Y Low 
Current 

60 Me Insulator Lmj· High High 
. - - . 

Time Conductbr High Lo~tr Low 
Varyi:rig 

•';. ·, .. ' ·, 

Cu.;rrent: .. 
Insu:latcir Low High High Light 

,·. 

T:i.Ii:te 
Varying Conductor Low High Low 
Current . 

200 KV-
X-Ray Insulator Low . High Lo~tr 

Displacement cUITent in Vacuo is the current that fl.ovrs in the electric field 
of a vacuum condenser as the charge builds u1 on the plates; or as the condenser 
discharges and the field collapses" 

Polarization current is the current that appears to flovr when dipoles in a 
dielectric rotate and orient themselves when a condenser vri th a dielectric is 
being charged or dischargedo 
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V, IMPRESSED FORCES AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE 

For non-homo~neou~conductors and in the transition layer betvreen one 
conductor and another if o E 

An example of the electric field built up at the transition layer of 
two dissimilar metals is a thennocouple which builds up a potential v1 and V2on 
the conductors. The electric field is present without current flow, 

There are electric fields in disconnected batteries but no current flovT .. 
~ --:. ~ 

_,. To account for this force Ohm v s Law can be extended to i = o (E + Ee) 
whe~ Ee is the impressed or applied force and in a battery is equal and opposite 
to Eo 

Another example of impressed force is an eiectrolyti.c cell where the 
conductor is.the electrolyte in the cell., 

The electrolyte dissociates into H+ and CL~ ions which diffuse inde
pendently of each other; for.m a difference in concentration on each side of the 
cup; and cause a current to flmr o 

The diffusion current causes the dilute parts of the solution to 
positively charge and the concentrated parts negativelyo 

The electric field checks the dj.ffusion o.f H+ ions and accelerates the 

When equilibrium is reached the two kinds of ions are compensated by the 
field and current has stopped flo-vringo 

~ ~ -+ ~ 

Then E + Ee = 0 and E = - E8 

This is the case of the open circuited battery, 

The impressed field~e is present only in the interior of the electrolyteo 
-.a. 

Outside E is determined by th~principles of electrostatics~that is~ con-
tinuity of the tangential component of E and the normal component of I at the bound~ 
ary; hence it is irrotationalo 
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f-'>e J E ds = 0 

'Under the conditions:; 

(1) Impressed forces are so distributed that they can be compensated 
within the conductor by an electrostatic fieldo 

(2) Path of .integration lies wholly within the electrolyte., 
Vm.TAIC C:ffi.CUIT. Ee 

_( 2~ . ---
vl-2 = V2 .,. V1 : l Ee ds wi.t.h switch open., .-----v-•-a!\l\l\l\lt--"...;;"L;....._---, 

1 
f

2 ~e ~e 
ds = E ds = E_U 

1 
switch closed .. 

~ 
E~ cannot be counterbalanced by an electric field, thereforE. 
~ ~ ~ 

current i = if (E + Ee) must flow to develop steady conditionso 

The characteristic pr~erty of a steady cur~nt is thaV-t is ev_s.ryvrhere 
solenoidal? _.1hat is, V " ~:: 0~ For the field E then '\] x E = curl E = Oo 
When ~ and Ee are given, ~ and E can be calculated., 

~ 

Integrate: i = 
~ 

i ---0 

~ ~ 

d~ (E + :ge) 
-'l> -+ 
(E r Ee) 

Let s = cross section area 
of conductoro 

_. ~ 
i =_I_ 

s 

R :: Total resistance 

=)~e ds = Eu 
-e ~ . 

Since the line integral of E must vanish, since E cannot be counterbalanced 
by an electrostatic field, then~ 

J :: =R 

~ ~e 
and I R: E12 



\ 

' 
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Thus: The product of the current strength and the resistance of the whole 
ri.ng-shaped closed circuit is equal to the line integral of the impressed electric 
force a_ 

Ef2 is called the electromotive force, EMF. 

~ .....,. ~ 

When I has been found, the i and E can be found. 
~ ....;. ~ 

E : .J:_ - Ee 
0 

VII. KlliCHHOFF 1S LAWS: 

FIRST LAW: [ i :: 0 for any junction of wires in a circuit.., 

SECOND LAW; ~ ii R1 ~;; E for any circuit (or branch) 

For series resistorsg 

I .1...-----tl\l\.._, -----

where: Re = R1 + ~ + R3 = Equivalent resistance., 

For parallel resistors: 

• 
L 



WHEATSTONE BRIDGE: 
A 

B 
0 

B: 

~iR:;O 

For ACD: i1~ + lr- i2R:2 :: 0 
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Using the first aJ:?.d second la\-TS in 
conventional manner 1 the conventions 
for assumed current flow and the 
order for taking the voltage drops 
around the circuit meshes are set up 
as shown in the diag:ram and used as 
follovrs: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

NOTE: All variables appear once in six of the eight equations, therefore two 
equations may be neglectedo 

For the bridge in balance~ 

Thence: 

From Equation (1) 

(la) 



From Equation (3) 

From Equations (2) and (4) 
• 

is = i 1 + i2 = i3 + i4 

From Equation (5) 

From Equation (6) 

i.3R.3 ::: i 4R4 

Equation (7) may be l.Jritten: 

And substituting (3a), (2a), and (5a) into (7a): 

E ::: ~~ + i 2R4 + ~ R2 R5 + i~5 11. . 
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(3a) 

(2a) 

(5a) 

(6a) 

(7a) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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AROUND THE cmcurrs: 

i 1R1 + (i1 - ~)r + (i3 , .... i 1 ) R
2 

= 0 

For the bridge in balance i 1 - i 2 = 0 

And equations (1) and (2) became 
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Using Ml~dell's Methodg 

currents in each mesh, 

Then c1~rent in ~ 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(la) 

(?.a) 

Equations (la) and (2a) may then be solved for i 2 and i3 ·which are then sub= 
stituted into Equation (3) and solved in turn for i 1 to y.iela~ · ip!Cl _ R5 (~ RzR9 _ ~el ~ ~ (R

3
:\ )J . (4) 
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Then i2. ·and i3 are found and the currents through each resistance obtained 
.fro:rn the original conventions assumed for the mesh circuits~> 

PCJWER TRANSFER 
Power dissipated in load 

2 P :: i R1 

R \., But i :: E 

1\ + Rn 

or P 

Thenq for maximum · 

d P E2 
.'llf 2 Ef2 R1 ;: 0 

·~~RL :;; (h~)2 (Rr, + RB)3 

or 

and 

HovTever, power delivered to load is not a particularly sensitive function of 
the load., 

o~--~==--~-------=----------------------------
plc ~: 5/13/52 0 ·I ,.f I 




